
 

 

Best destinations to sail to this summer 
with PONANT 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer is around the corner already and from 16 June onwards travellers can embark on a PONANT cruise again! Once you 
have regained your freedom, all that remains is to choose your dream destination, and there is no shortage of ideas. 

Sail along the French coastline, particularly Corsica and Brittany, discover the hidden secrets of the Mediterranean through the 
Italian and Greek shores, the Aegean Sea and the Adriatic coastline, explore the distant lands of Iceland or the paradisiacal 
panoramas of Polynesia, PONANT offers about 50 sailings this summer. Find more about these departures. 

 

 

Discover our ‘Summer Reveries’ brochure 

 

https://en.ponant.com/cruises?pred-facet-destination%5B%5D=RIVAGES_ATLANTIQUES&pred-facet-destination%5B%5D=OCEANIE&pred-facet-destination%5B%5D=ARCTIQUE&pred-facet-destination%5B%5D=EUSUDMED&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=POLYNESIE_HAWAI&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=GRECE_CYCLADES&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=RIVAGES_ITALIENS_FRANCAIS&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=CORSE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=CROATIE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=MALTE_SICILE_SARDAIGNE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=ISLANDE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=FRANCE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=PENINSULE_IBERIQUE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=PORTUGAL&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=ESPAGNE&periode%5B%5D=2021_06&periode%5B%5D=2021_07&periode%5B%5D=2021_08&periode%5B%5D=2021_09&periode%5B%5D=2021_10&utm_source=E-mailing_fidelisation&utm_medium=E-mail&utm_campaign=E-mail-focus-s21-B2C-EN-06_21&ectrans=1&elqaid=7417&elqCampaignId=&elq=0b11561c8d9b4ef4ae38f4fe8146d851&elqTrackId=4a4e959522d4403dbcbcd992519df9c8&elqat=1
https://fr.calameo.com/read/00013242321d27c7d962c
https://fr.calameo.com/read/00013242321d27c7d962c


Zoom on summer must-see routes 

 

Wonders of the Mediterranean 
Loveliest islands of the Cyclades, treasures of the Adriatic or the Italian shores wait for you this summer. About 30 sailings to discover 
the Mediterranean from the sea in a different light. Find more about these cruises. 

Iconic Treasures of the Adriatic 
Athens - Venice 
Aboard Le Lyrial 
13 days, 12 nights 
From 21 August to 2 September 2021 
From €5,190 
Find more about the cruise 
 

Iceland: land of fire and ice 
Vast glaciers, dizzying fjords, basalt columns, impressive geysers and a rich wildlife. Explore the wonders of the island of Vikings with 
10 cruises including a brand-new circumnavigation. Find more about these cruises. 

Icelandic Mosaic 
Reykjavík - Reykjavík 
Aboard Le Dumont-d’Urville and Le Champlain 
8 days, 7 nights 
9 sailings from June to August 2021 
From €3,790 
Find more about the cruises 
 

Corsica and Brittany: the French coastline 
Head to Brittany and the natural wonders of its coast and lighthouses or to the Isle of Beauty and its crystal-clear idyllic beaches. 
 
Wild and authentic Corsica 
Nice - Nice 
Aboard Le Bellot 
8 days, 7 nights 
9 sailings from August to October 2021 
From €3,120 
Find more about the cruises 
 
Brittany: between wild coasts and lighthouses 
Saint-Malo – Saint-Malo 
Aboard Le Bellot and Le Jacques-Cartier 
8 days, 7 nights 
6 sailings in July and September 2021 
From €3,190 
Find more about the cruises 
 

Polynesian escape 
Discover 4 brand-new itineraries to Tahiti, the Society islands, Marquesas and the Tuamotus aboard the m/s Paul Gauguin, a ship 
specially designed for the shallow waters of the South Pacific. Snorkel or dive in breath-taking lagoons to observe the incredible 
fauna. Find more about these cruises. 

 

To learn more about our booking conditions, discover our Ultra Serenity policy. 

 

https://en.ponant.com/destinations/the-mediterranean?periode%5B%5D=2021_06&periode%5B%5D=2021_07&periode%5B%5D=2021_08&periode%5B%5D=2021_09&periode%5B%5D=2021_10&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=GRECE_CYCLADES&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=CORSE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=RIVAGES_ITALIENS_FRANCAIS&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=MALTE_SICILE_SARDAIGNE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=CROATIE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=PENINSULE_IBERIQUE&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=PORTUGAL&pred-facet-sous-destination%5B%5D=ESPAGNE
https://en.ponant.com/the-mediterranean-iconic-treasures-of-the-adriatic-y210821-9
https://en.ponant.com/destinations/iceland?periode%5B%5D=2021_06&periode%5B%5D=2021_07&periode%5B%5D=2021_08
https://en.ponant.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?q=Icelandic+mosaic&periode%5B%5D=2021_06&periode%5B%5D=2021_07&periode%5B%5D=2021_08
https://en.ponant.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?q=Wild+and+authentic+Corsica&periode%5B%5D=2021_08&periode%5B%5D=2021_09&periode%5B%5D=2021_10
https://en.ponant.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?q=Brittany%3A+between+wild+coasts+and+lighthouses&periode%5B%5D=2021_07&periode%5B%5D=2021_09
https://en.ponant.com/destinations/french-polynesia-hawaii?periode%5B%5D=2021_09&periode%5B%5D=2021_10&periode%5B%5D=2021_11
https://en.ponant.com/stress-free-booking-conditions


PONANT “anti-Covid” protocol 

The company’s reinforced health protocol, which complies with the requirements of the French flag and follows the 
recommendations of the French High Authority for Health and the European authorities (EU HEALTHY GATEWAYS), relies on the 
delimitation of an “anti-Covid” area around its vessels, a hermetic sanitary bubble, thanks to the rollout of three layers of shields: 
stringent on-board access conditions, rigorous sanitary protocols throughout the cruise as well as daily checks (guests, equipment, 
ships). It includes the implementation of a health check for 100% of the people on board (guests and crew members) and filtering 
and disinfection at boarding in a guest circuit that has been entirely redesigned for before, during and after the cruise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Find out more about PONANT health protocol * 
*This document may be amended depending on medical, health and scientific advances 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ABOUT PONANT 
 Created in 1988, by officers of the French Merchant Navy, PONANT has created a new style of cruising, under the French flag, through a 

unique conception of sea travel and a commitment to promoting sustainable and responsible tourism. Accessing exceptional territories 

aboard yachts featuring refined design, on which the art of living and excellent cuisine take pride of place: such is the promise of a unique 

and authentic PONANT voyage. 

In collaboration with the IHU (Institut Hospitalo-Universitaire) Méditerranée Infection of Marseilles, one of the world's leading centres in 

the field of infectious diseases, PONANT has developed an "anti-Covid" protocol based on health standards that exceed international 

regulations.  For more information, visit www.ponant.com  
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https://fr.calameo.com/read/000132423a39f38f50497?authid=TqZVdP5hFUMG
https://www.instagram.com/ponant/
https://www.facebook.com/ponant
https://twitter.com/ponant_cruises
https://www.youtube.com/user/PonantCruises
https://www.linkedin.com/company/compagnie-du-ponant
https://fr.calameo.com/read/000132423a39f38f50497?authid=TqZVdP5hFUMG

